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Design and Development



We believe that good design solves problems, and great design answers questions. We believe 
that structure and function paired with aesthetics and values provides long term results. We
believe that telling a good story evokes an emotional response money can’t buy. Most importantly 
we believe in working with you, not just for you.

Our four phase process ensures that our focus  strengthens your mission and reflects your goals 
to achieve successful balance between message and identity.

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT:

Phase I: OUTLINe & hIeRaRChY
Before any actual creative work begins, Avant Creative conducts extensive background research 
which we detail in a report outline; this includes hierarchical suggestions in order to decide how 
and where information will be provided. This will include wireframes of the website that focus on 
content, and not design, so that submissions are properly set with a cohesive, concise dictation 
that guides the flow of information. Upon approval, a detailed project schedule will be provided to 
ensure on-time delivery and migration.

Phase II: DesIgN
When our outline & hiearchy wireframes are complete and YAAR has approved the initial con-
cepts, design & development work begin. We keep your communication needs and priorities at 
the core of every decision – from colors to image selection to font styles. We will create the web-
site based on the main concept of the logo that dicates the look, focus on the central message 
and contet information, and create a cohesive brand image that reflects the graphic style kit while 
maintaining the approved hierarchy.

You will receive one intial approach that will allow adjustments to be made after the fact. Upon 
approval of the intial design, we ask that all content is submitted that follows the guidelines set 
out in the outline and hierarchy in the proper and necessary formats and (if required) sizes. Any 
adjustments made after the fact, or worktht must be adjusted on our end, may incur an additional 
fee if it is out of the scope of service; this includes, but is not limited to: photographs of phsycians 
that are improperly sized, allocation of stock photographs, creation of icons, etc.

Phase III: ImPLemeNTaTION
After you have approved the direction of Phase ii, we begin development execution. Avant 
Creative works with you to select images and gather copies for the final website including, but 
not limited to, submission of text information and artwork as well as stock photography. We will 
produce draft outputs for your review that include your content and make sure that your input is 
reflected before any part of the site is launched and migrated. When your quality standards (and 
ours) are achieved, we prepare your site and server for final launch.

our process



Phase IV: eVaLUaTION
After the design is complete, we test the User Interface & User Experience system using data 
gathering and onboarding evaluations to ensure loading times, interactivity effects, linking, and 
information flow. We then correct any issues we find on our end, or provide issues associated the 
internal submissions to YAAR for review and adjustment.

LOgO DESIgN:

Phase I: ReseaRCh
Before any actual creative work begins, Avant Creative conducts extensive background research. 
We will meet with you to understand your goals, audience needs and project expectations. in 
addition, we will conduct market, customer and competitive research to gather additional insight. 
Once our research is complete, we will provide a creative brief to summarize the results of our
inquiries and outline the project, along with a detailed project schedule to ensure on-time
delivery.

*We can ammend our process to reduce cost if clients wish to research logos that inspire them, 
font choices, and other definitive examples of concept. We would then provide 3-4 concepts to 
work from.

Phase II: DesIgN
When our analysis is complete and you are on board with the initial concepts, design work begins. 
We keep your communication needs and priorities at the core of every design decision – from 
colors to image selection to font styles. We explore several different creative approaches before 
centering in oun our main concept. Based on your feedback, we evolve these approaches into 
comprehensive design directions. As part of this process, we will deliver at least three creative 
concepts for your evaluation.

Phase III: ImPLemeNTaTION
After you select your preferred creative direction, we begin design execution. Avant Creative 
works with you to select images and gather copies for the final design pieces. We produce draft 
outputs for your review and make sure that your input is reflected before any piece goes into 
production. When your quality standards (and ours) are achieved, we prepare your design pieces 
for final production. We collaborate closely with any third-party vendors (such as printers) to make 
sure that the finished product meets your expectations.

Phase IV: eVaLUaTION
After the design is complete, we follow up with you to assess the outcome of the project. We are 
keen to hear not only your insights on our process and designs, but also any feedback you have 
received from your audiences. if desired, we can work with you to design data-gathering tools – 
such as customer surveys – to collect insight from your target audiences.



Based on our understanding of YAAR’s scope and requirements, we will collaborate as a project 
management and creative team to produce a new logo and/or website for the organization.

Mission: Youth Are At Risk (YAAR) is a non-profit organization providing accessible information 
to the public that focuses on statistics and ways to help youth all throughout America that suffer 
from poverty, neglect, and lack of basic resources; to mitigate and deter risk factors and their
effects that children face.
 
Target Audience/Key demographic: Residents in Birmingham, Alabama and the surrounding area 
as well as nationally who require accessible information about issues facing children in the USA.

sCOPe Of seRVICe

We create visual systems and branding that encompass the broad spectrum of mission, goal, 
demographic served, industry, organization, and identity. Due to the nature of logo design and 
website development, please read the timeline following for specific information. Adjustments 
of the previously provided logos and website (depending on scope approved) will be made to 
finalize concept into actionable product with relevance, endurance, versatility, and distinction in 
mind.

Revisions or alterations to the scope of work or schedule may obligate YAAR to additional fees. 
These may include copy or layout changes made after initial YAAR approvals. Extensive
alterations, such as a change in marketing objectives or project goals, shall be considered new 
work and will require that this agreement be amended with a change order to reflect the revised 
scope of service.

Any successful collaborative effort requires careful management and adherence to strict due 
dates by our team and yours to achieve agreed-upon milestones. We will formalize a schedule 
after approval and agreements have been submitted, and complete Phase i: Research, as
outlined in the section above, to include the following key milestones:
+ Conduct research to support creative development (Avant Creative) Deliver first draft of creative 
brief (Avant Creative)
+ Provide feedback on creative brief (YAAR)
+ Provide final creative brief (Avant Creative)
+ Assign job to creative team (Avant Creative)
+ Present comparative design approaches for review (Avant Creative) Provide feedback on de-
signs and determine direction (YAAR) Provide final designs for approval (Avant Creative)
+ Approve final designs (YAAR)
+ Deliver final designs for production (Avant Creative)

Overview  and scope



timeline

LOgO DesIgN:  
Upon agreement, Avant Creative will provide the first round of 4-8 preliminary logo concepts to 
YAAR within 8 business days, which allows our creative and project management teams time to
thoroughly conduct research and ideation. Collaboration meeting to discuss reception, focus, 
adjustment, and theme will then be scheduled on the day of submission within 2-5 business days, 
depending on the availability of YAAR. Additional adjustments will include up to 8 revised logos.
Due to working on the logo based on concept submitted, research will take less time which 
lowers the quote cost from the original proposal. If YAAR opts out of the Research phase and 
decides to do this portion on their own, the creative fee for the logo will be reduced by 40%.
You will receive the logo in full in the file types requested (we suggest .AI, .EPS, .PSD for vector 
output and .Png and .JPg for use with web-based services) along with a graphic Style kit
(included with all logo packages; this dictates style of logo and concept used across all media 
vehicles.)

WeBsITe:  
Upon agreement, Avant Creative will provide the initial steps for the website development for 
YAAR by designing the main website template, dictated by the logo and the look and feel that it
suggests; this will include exact matching of color and font use. The website development of 
phase one will also include lorem ipsum sample text to ensure that content provided will be used 
in line with the styling suggested. This step will be completed within within 12 - 18 business days.
A collaboration meeting to discuss reception, focus, adjustment, and theme will then be
scheduled on the day of submission within 2-5 business days, depending on the availability of 
YAAR.   
The website will be created as a dynamic, responsive site based within a CMS framework so that 
future development may be extended beyond the final, approved site. This includes, but is not 
limited to: assigning users and permissions, user login and development of a dashboard for
permission-based information access, update of specific information areas alone, and adding 
additional forms and delivery methods.

Website Development

Phase I: OUTLINe & hIeRaRChY 
delivered in 5 business days

Phase II: DesIgN 
delivered in 12 - 18 business days

Phase III: ImPLemeNTaTION
delivered in 10 business days

Phase IV: ONBOaRDINg eVaLUaTION
delivered in 5 business days

logo design

Phase I: ReseaRCh + 
Phase II: DesIgN 
delivered in 8 business days

Phase III: ImPLemeNTaTION
delivered in 10 business days

Phase IV: eVaLUaTION
delivered in 2 business days



fee schedule

terms of service

Ownership and Usage Rights
Upon receipt of full payment, the YAAR is hereby granted exclusive and unlimited usage and
reproduction rights to the final designs prepared for the YAAR as part of this project. Avant
Creative reserves the right to reproduce any and all designs created in print and electronic media 
for Avant Creative’s promotional purposes.

errors
YAAR has responsibility to proofread and review all work produced during the project. As a result, 
the client is fully responsible for any errors in spelling, typography, illustrative layout, photography 
or other errors discovered after printing or reproduction or for any work performed by third-
parties selected by the YAAR.

Cancellation
In the event YAAR cancels this agreement prior to completion, within five (5) business days of 
such cancellation, YAAR shall pay Avant Creative for: (1) all work performed up to the date of
termination; (2) all outside expenses and commitments that have been incurred and cannot be 
cancelled; and, (3) a cancellation fee equal to 15% of the remaining fees that would otherwise 
have been paid if the project would have been completed.

LOgO DesIgN
Total fixed fee for project: *$550
Deposit due: $275, 50% of agreed upon fee, due at time of agreement signing
Balance: $275, 50% due date of delivery

WeBsITe DeVeLOPmeNT
Total fixed fee for project (One Page): $800 or (7 page) $1200
Deposit due: $400 / $600, 50% of agreed upon fee, due at time of agreement signing
Balance: $400 / $600, 50% due date of delivery

WeBsITe DeVeLOPmeNT + LOgO DesIgN
Total fixed fee for project (with One Page website): $1200 or (with 7 page) $1600
Deposit due: $600 / $800, 50% of agreed upon fee, due at time of agreement signing
Balance: $600 / $800, 50% due date of delivery

fee adjustments may be made due to rush delivery requests or prompt payment, as follows:
Urgent delivery requires a price increase of 30% of the total fixed fee defined above.
if full fee is paid on date of deposit, YAAR shall receive a 5% discount on fees stated above. 
*Discounts have been applied to non-profit organizations. 



future design and development

We can also provide the following:
 
+ Printed Promotional & internal Materials

- Business Cards (design or Printing)
- Brochures
- Pamphlets
- Postcards/direct Mail
- Marketing Campaign design 
- Advertisement design

+ interior/Exterior Signage

+ Wayfinding System Design

+ Website Dashboard + User Login 

+ Additional Website Pages
- $65 per Main Content Page
- $20 per text-based Page 

+ Stock Photography
- Ranging from $5 to $75, depending on image

+ Custom icons
- Ranging from $5 to $25, depending on image

Please request a quote for any additional items. We always provide a discount for current clients.

LeaRN mORe & geT IN TOUCh

if you have any questions, please contact our project manager, Temisha Young, at 334.649.2877. 
We invite you to view our work, who we are, and what we do to learn more by visiting our website 
at www.avant-creative.com.

We look forward to hearing from you!

/// the Avant Creative Team ///


